HOW TO CHANGE YOUR CFU MEDIA
Models: CFU5, CFU8, CFU10, CFU15, CFU18, CFU23, CFU30/30D
Total time required approx. 30 minutes

1. Turn off water supply via Inlet valve on 3
valves by pass.
Relieve pressure by opening mains cold water
tap after Scaleout unit.

2. Remove both red clips.

3. Remove inlet and outlet connector..
Be aware there will be water spillage from these
connections.

4. With unit free of inlet and outlet connections,
it should look as picture right?

5. Insert white gripper (supplied) and refix red
clip.

6. Undo head applying pressure anticlockwise to
remove head from bottle.
Extra pressure may be required i.e. rubber or
wooden mallet.
Please DO NOT USE a metal hammer.

7. Remove head complete with internal tube. Be
aware of slight water spillage here.

8. Empty spent media. This can be disposed of
safely with your normal household rubbish.
Rinse out bottle with cold water. Remove central
grey tube from the head and place back in the
bottle. Add Milton solution (not supplied) and
leave to sterilise. Add red cap (supplied) over the
top of the grey tube. This is to stop new media
entering and causing damage downstream on
the unit.
Gently pour new media into the bottle using a
funnel if possible (not supplied)

9. Clean top of vessel where head ‘o’ ring joins
for seal and apply a small amount of Vaseline to
‘o’ ring and head seal area to help the heads
main ‘o’ ring to seal.
Screw head on to bottle clockwise after carefully
sliding the yellow ‘basket’ over the grey tube.
When you are engaging the first threads of the
head into the bottle, you may feel a slight
resistance. This is normal as it is the grey tube
engaging with the heads internal ‘o’ ring to seal.

11. Reconnect inlet and outlet connection.
IMPORTANT: Insert both red clips.

12. Disconnect outlet hose from appliance and
run water from outlet hose to drain to rinse resin
as per original instructions, namely;
CFU5 flush for 15 litres minimum
CFU10 flush for 30 litres minimum
CFU15 flush for 45 litres minimum
CFU18 flush for 60 litres minimum
CFU23 flush for 70 litres minimum
CFU30 flush for 100 litres minimum
CFU30D flush for 100 litres minimum per vessel.
Reconnect outlet hose to appliance, turn on
water supply and check for leaks.
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